
“If you do what you’ve always done, you will always get what you’ve gotten.”
 -Tony Robbins

What do Bill Gates, Serena Williams and Hugh Jackman have in common?  They all have a coach. 
A person that acts as a thought partner to help them reach their goals and to perform their very
best every day – whether that is being a CEO, playing on the court, or performing on a stage.
 
What is a coach?
The Cambridge dictionary defines the word "coaching" as the job or activity of providing training
for people or helping to prepare them for something. But the definition is not quite right, because
coaching is not just training or preparation – it helps and supports on the way to achieving a goal.
 

A coach is someone that sits beside you, and helps you correctly set a goal, find the best
way to achieve the goal while revealing the hidden potential in you! 

 
Benefits to having a coach include:

improvement in overall performance, targets and goals
increased openness to personal learning and development
increased ability to identify solutions to specific issues
greater ownership and responsibility
development of self-awareness

 
Coaches help you with the following things:

Define what your goals are. Your coach will help you determine what is really important to
you and provide you with the tools that allow you to achieve your goals.
Identify blind spots. Your coach can help you figure out what you do not know, and they clue
you in to things you may not be able to see. 
Be accountable. Coaches keep you on track and moving forward toward new levels of
achievement. For many of us it helps to have someone working beside us to keep us focused
and motivated.
Coaches help you to understand the significance of your challenges, what you need to work
on, and what is best left as is.
A coach can help you get from point A to B faster than you could on your own. They help you
differentiate yourself from the pack, which allows you to achieve your desired outcome much
easier and in less time.
Feel happier. Coaches help you identify and align your values, create a focus and cut through
the clutter.
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Rebuilding Everyone Needs a Coach!


